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During the past two months, our research activities have included (a) updating our catalog of rain cases observed by the SSM/I coincident with radar coverage from our primary or secondary sites, (b) ordering SSM/I, radar, and raingage data for the aforementioned cases, (c) processing the gage-calibrated United Kingdom radar data and merging this data with SSM/I observations to create statistics files, (d) developing software for deriving gage calibration coefficients to be used with uncalibrated radars, (e) writing routines for applying BMDP scatterplot and step-wise multiple linear regression software to the SSM/I-ground truth statistics files, and (f) adapting the NCAR SCD plotting package for the contouring of data fields and the production of other high-quality graphics. In addition, software for creating vertical integrals of volume-scan radar data has been nearly completed. Codes are also under development (with the cooperation of Dr. Gene Poe of NRL) for constructing antenna pattern-matching filters.

We are continuing our collaboration with Dr. Chris Kummerow and his colleagues at the Severe Storms Branch of NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. By this cooperative effort we hope to expedite the radiative transfer modeling necessary for the analysis of SSM/I-ground truth data sets and improve the current rain rate algorithm.

Validation Data

From the primary validation site at Marshall, CO., we have collected and begun to process radar and raingage data for the first seven rain events identified by our weather analysts. Including secondary validation sites, our catalog now contains over 240 radar-observed rain events at midlatitudes in the United States.
that coincide with SSM/I overpasses.

We have received radar data from 5 cases at the primary validation site at Patrick AFB (Cape Canaveral), FL., and have identified over 90 rain cases in the subtropics with coincident SSM/I and radar/raingage coverage.

To date, our weather analysts have identified 108 moderate- or heavy-rain cases covered by at least one of the British Meteorological Office’s radars in the United Kingdom. Our initial algorithm validation will incorporate data from these radars since they are pre-calibrated using raingage data. We have processed two SSM/I August (1987) overpasses for which we have also processed the corresponding U.K. radar data, and we have just received data from 5 more overpasses which occurred during that month. Several more U.K. overpasses will be ordered shortly.

Acquisition of data from the Canadian radars and raingages is under way. A total of 246 rain cases within range of at least one of the 5 Canadian validation sites have been identified.

In total, over 700 significant rain cases coinciding with both SSM/I overpass and coverage by the primary or secondary radars have been identified. As of January 15, 1988, we have received approximately 90% of all radar data, 30% of all raingage data, and 10% of the SSM/I data ordered since November 1, 1987.

**Validation Software**

The software module for deriving radar calibration factors from raingage totals is almost complete. This is essentially the last piece of software required for the validation of the current rain retrieval algorithm.

Some modification of existing software may be required if volume-scan radar data is to be utilized in the validation. Under development are codes to calculate
vertical integrals of radar rain rate over the 625 km² validation areas. Either vertically-integrated radar or CAPPI's may correlate better with surface totals (as measured by gages) than the more standard PPI scans, because the altitude and breadth of the radar target in PPI scans constantly increases with range. Vertically-integrated or CAPPI radar data provide a measure of rain rate which is less range-dependent. In the near future we plan to compare the various radar products against raingage totals in order to determine the best product for validation.

Control code for accessing the scatterplot and step-wise multiple linear regression routines of the BMDP statistical software package have been written and tested.

Preliminary Validation Results:

Since the radar calibration module is yet to be completed, we have concentrated on the validation of the current rain rate algorithm using gage-calibrated PPI radar data from the United Kingdom. Unfortunately we have only just received the SSM/I data (due to delayed shipment) corresponding to the majority of U.K. rain cases identified. However, we have already processed two SSM/I overpasses during August which correspond to significant rain events observed by the U.K. radars. From these two overpasses 289 validation areas (each covering 625 km²) were identified, with 227 areas located completely over land and 62 areas over water. Although the number of validation areas so far identified does not constitute a statistically significant data set for validation, the addition of the SSM/I data just received should provide meaningful statistics for the midlatitude summer zone.
Future Plans and Goals:

Over the next two months, highest priority will be given to the completion and testing of the radar calibration software and the compilation of SSM/I-ground truth statistics for the United Kingdom. The software required to create vertical integrals of volume-scan radar data will be completed concurrent with the development of the radar calibration software. We expect that the large volume of data from each radar volume-scan will require optical disk storage for standard format files, since the amount of hard disk space on the our VAX-751 system is limited, and magnetic tape storage is impractical and costly.
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